Climate-Aquatics Blog #57:
Identifying & protecting climate refuge lakes for coldwater fishes

Hi Everyone,
The climate is changing and fish populations are changing in response (blogs 32, 34, 35, 42).
Managing and conserving efficiently this century means having a good sense of where it’s all
headed and committing limited conservation resources accordingly. Committing to the wrong
places risks being run over by the climate change train or squandering resources on populations
that would have been fine regardless of what the climate does (blog #52). The sweet spot lies
between the two extremes and figuring out where our investments will tip the balance toward
more desirable outcomes later this century. So as alluded in the previous blog (#56), this time
we’re highlighting a set of related studies that constitute the current global gold standard in terms
of developing the science, information, and management policies for making those commitments
for one species in one landscape.
The work comes from a somewhat unexpected source—coldwater lakes in Minnesota and the
research that Peter Jacobson and his many competent colleagues have done the past decade or
two. Having grown up near Minnesota, the only climate related thing we ever thought of about
that state was that it was freaking cold. I don’t know how many weather reports I remember as a
kid wherein International Falls, Minnesota was reported as having the nation’s coldest
temperatures that day. One of the other things one thinks about Minnesota is that it’s the land of
100,000 lakes, as proudly proclaimed on the state’s license places. Those lakes were sculpted out
of the plains by the last great continental ice-sheet thousands of years ago. The combination of
the two—a cold climate and lots of lakes—provides the raw ingredients for supporting numerous
coldwater lake fish communities. One member of those communities, the cisco, is particularly
important component in terms of providing a forage base for popular recreational fisheries, but
Minnesota is at the very southern extent of the species range and the coldwater conditions it
needs to persist (graphic 1). Because of this fish’s importance, Minnesota DNR has long
monitored its abundance—going on 60+ years—which began to reveal a declining trend starting
in the 1970’s when a warming trend started across the state (graphic 2; study hyperlinked here:
http://www.schweizerbart.de/papers/adv_limnology/detail/63/77923/%23).

That’s a worrisome correlation no doubt, but the next question was what was causing it? Without
a clear understanding of the mechanism, a remediative prescription would be impossible. So
Jacobson and colleagues then did research to describe the oxythermal niche for cisco in lakes
across the state (graphic 3; study attached). Fish need oxygen to breath and it turns out they need
quite a bit more when the temperatures are warmer. If oxygen availability and temperatures
combine in such a way that a critical threshold is exceeded, fish simply die from broken hearts as
described earlier (blog 46). From there, it’s not much of a leap to realize that as climate change
causes air and lake temperatures to warm, the coldwater habitats ciscos depend are shrinking;
and during extreme heat waves, may disappear entirely to cause fish kills in some lakes.
With a biological mechanism nailed down, it was time for physics and the physical science guys
to do their part and build good lake climate models to predict which of Minnesota’s many lakes
would/would not exceed that oxythermal threshold in the future. The lakes that were least likely
to exceed that threshold then might serve as climate refugia for ciscos this century (graphic 4).
It’s a big deal to have gotten that far, but Jacobson and colleagues were only getting warmed up.
Paralleling the previous work, they were also studying the linkages between watershed land use,
nutrient yield into lakes, and the effects those had on primary productivity and biological oxygen
demand associated with various air temperature regimes. Understanding those relationships was
key, as it provided a logical rationale for attempting to manage watershed activities in some
areas. Moreover, with accurate lake climate models, those management activities could be
directed precisely at lakes and watersheds where committing conservation resources was most
likely to yield the greatest benefits (graphic 5, study hyperlinked here:
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0304380012000907#). To complete this
climate change adaptation grand slam, all that knowledge and means of prioritizing have been
linked to various funding initiatives so that the means actually exist to do things on the ground to
secure the future of ciscos in Minnesota (graphic 6; study hyperlinked here:
http://www.schweizerbart.de/papers/adv_limnology/detail/64/81391).
For that comprehensive body of work, I’d say Pete is truly a Climate-Aquatics Master. He and
his colleagues have figured it all out and done something really special that can serve as
inspiration to us all. We just have to replicate the process elsewhere and ferret out the details for
the critters we care about in our local landscapes. It will take years, if not decades, of work but
big things are possible by committed people.
Before closing, then, I also wanted to acknowledge the significant body of work that one of
Pete’s key collaborators, Heinz Stefan, has done over the last 20 years to understand climate
change effects on lake environments (graphics 7 – 9). The extensive research he’s led, or
mentored students through, means he’s yet another Climate-Aquatics Master from the state of
Minnesota. There must be something in the water from the land of those 100,000 lakes…now if
only the state were as good at producing Super Bowl winning football teams…Go Vikes.
Until next time, best regards.
Dan

p.s., another good recent lake-climate effects study is one by Alofs and colleagues that
documents fish distribution shifts in Ontario lakes (study attached).
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Welcome to the Climate-Aquatics Blog. For those new to the blog, previous posts with
embedded graphics can be seen by clicking on the hyperlinks at the bottom or by navigating to
the blog archive webpage here:
(http://www.fs.fed.us/rm/boise/AWAE/projects/stream_temp/stream_temperature_climate_aquat
ics_blog.html). The intent of the Climate-Aquatics Blog is to provide a means for the 8,014 (&
growing) field biologists, hydrologists, anglers, students, managers, and researchers currently on
this mailing list across North America, South America, Europe, and Asia to more broadly and
rapidly discuss topical issues associated with aquatic ecosystems and climate change. Messages
periodically posted to the blog highlight new peer-reviewed research and science tools that may
be useful in addressing this global phenomenon. Admittedly, many of the ideas for postings have
their roots in studies my colleagues & I have been conducting in the Rocky Mountain region, but
attempts will be made to present topics & tools in ways that highlight their broader, global
relevance. I acknowledge that the studies, tools, and techniques highlighted in these missives are
by no means the only, or perhaps even the best, science products in existence on particular
topics, so the hope is that this discussion group engages others doing, or interested in, similar
work and that healthy debates & information exchanges occur to facilitate the rapid
dissemination of knowledge among those concerned about climate change and its effects on
aquatic ecosystems.
If you know others interested in climate change and aquatic ecosystems, please forward this
message to them. If you do not want to be contacted again in the future, please reply to that
effect and you will be de-blogged.
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